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ADVENTURES OF THE IGUANA PATROL

JENNIFER M. VALIULIS,1 KIRSTEN N. HINES,2 AND JOHN B. IVERSON3

Guarding a Studied Nest

Golden rays cut the gray of dawn. Gems sparkle across gently rippling waves.
A solitaire crab scurries under jagged black rock. The odor of sunscreen drifts across white sands,

Three humans emerge from beneath palm fronds.

A female iguana warily eyes the unwelcome visitors. The scaled head bobs warning at the oncomers.
The head bobbing becomes more adamant as they approach her nest.

The humans pause to observe this defiant reptile.
The iguana slowly backs up to a heap of sand, head-bobbing persistently.

The humans pause momentarily to observe this defiant reptile.
Decidedly, the researchers converge upon the sand pile. They drop to their knees and push the sand aside.

Sweat streams down bronzed cheeks as the sun beats down.
Dirt and sand cake into wounds ripped open by relentless roots.

The disappearing pile is tediously converted into a winding burrow.
The humans take turns toiling in the sand as the heat overcomes.

Head bobs futile. The lizard paces in the bushes as her precious mound is flattened.
In a moment of bravery, the confused mother tests upturned soil.

Nervousness overcomes and the iguana returns to lurking in the bushes,
Repeatedly bobbing her head sagely.

Excited joy lights up a digger’s face. A side chamber is discovered.
The chamber proves empty. Joy is replaced by exhaustion. A confused mother tentatively tests upturned soil.

An exasperated human sigh, but continued digging.
Finally, a peak in excitement as an ecstatic laugh replaces the sigh.

Probing fingers break into an open chamber.
At the touch of smooth, leathery eggs, stinging eyes and throbbing wounds are forgotten.

The mother iguana tears after an intruding lizard. Just as suddenly, she returns.
Curiously, she eyes the white ovals lying in the shade by her burrow.
She approaches, but quickly retreats, bobbing her head menacingly.

Having replaced the eggs in their hidden chamber, the researchers disappear beneath the palm fronds.
The diggers retreat to cool, welcoming waters with unsurpassed grins.

A bewildered mother emerges from the bush. Tentatively she explores the reconstructed area.
Finally, an iguana-style grin.

The lizard puts finishing touches on a remodeled sand pile.
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Teenagers on a marine biology trip eagerly crowd
around a figure on the ground. She is prone, and

her arm is buried shoulder-deep in the sand. Intent
on finding the treasure, sweat drips into her eyes,
and sand creeps into every crack and crevice. A
frantic iguana circles the group, bobbing her head
in warning. The figure struggles to stretch deeper
into the burrow, tearing flesh against underground
roots. The relentless sun beats down. Then, her
fingers touch something pliable and leathery. “I’ve

Kirstin Hines
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got ‘em!” she cries, and the crowd leans in as she
triumphantly pulls out a nest full of iguana eggs
one by one. “This’s what we’ve been studying for
the past month. This is why we’re here.”

Plans and Preparations
The purpose of our trip was to spend a month
studying the nesting ecology of the Allen Cays rock
iguana (Cyclura cychlura inornata), a rather large
herbivorous species that, despite its scientific name,
is beautifully colored with patterns of gray-black,
blue, cream, pink, red, and orange. Only two native
breeding populations are known to exist, and these
are located on two small islands, Leaf Cay and U
Cay, in the northern part of the Exumas island chain
of the Bahamas.

In anticipation of one day studying the nesting
ecology of these iguanas, John Iverson began a mark
and recapture study in 1980. Every year or two, he
charters a sailboat for a week or more, and takes
about a dozen Earlham College students and alums
to the Bahamas for a week of iguana catching.
Kirsten Hines and Jen Valiulis are both Earlham
alums who have accompanied John on previous trips
to the Bahamas. John and his “army” of assistants
have marked 1240 iguanas and recaptured 2330
marked individuals for a total of 3570 captures in
the course of 22 years. This is the second-longest
ongoing field study of any lizard population in the
world (a single population of land iguanas in the
Galapagos has been subjected to an ongoing study
for only one year longer). Through this mark-
recapture program, we can fairly accurately predict
the age of an individual simply by knowing its
length, sex, and capture history. This information
gave us the foundation that we needed to effectively
study the nesting behavior of this species.

In May 2001, in addition to taking measurements,
we used latex paint to mark all captured iguanas
with numbers on their sides, so we would be able
to identify individuals when we returned for nesting
season without having to disturb any nesting
behavior. Male and female iguanas were dis-
tinguished by painting the numbers on different
sides: males’ numbers were painted on their left side,
females’ numbers on the right. The system was
foolproof because we only had to remember that
females are always right!

In June, the three of us converged on Nassau from
our respective corners of the United States and
busily set about collecting gear and supplies. Kirsten
and John arrived first, and had the unenviable task
of shopping for a month’s worth of non-perishable
food. Our transport to the island was a chartered
sailboat. The couple that ran the charter company
generously agreed to take us on the six-hour
expedition to Leaf Cay and check in on us every
week or so, as well as bring us supplies when we
ran low. Our only means of communication with
them (or anyone else for that matter) was a tempera-
mental two-way radio on which our code-name was
the “Iguana Patrol.”

On Patrol
We arrived on Leaf Cay on one of those unbeliev-
ably hot days during which the only relief comes
from air conditioning or, in our case, frequent dips
in the ocean. We soon found that brutal heat was
the norm — but we quickly acclimated. After being
there for only a week or two, we would start
shivering and huddle in our sleeping bags if the
temperature dipped below 82°F. As we unloaded
the enormous mountain of supplies that would
sustain us for the next month, we could hear shuff-

FIGURE. 1. Female iguana defending her nest site against the approach of another iguana (right).
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ling sounds in the sea oats around us. Occasionally,
an iguana would emerge from the grass, eye us sus-
piciously, and poke around our ever-expanding pile
of gear.

We set up our camp and eagerly did a quick survey
of the island to get a sense of whether or not the
iguanas were nesting yet. One of the difficulties in
planning this trip was the lack of any previous
knowledge regarding when and for how long these
lizards nest. So, using knowledge about the timing
of nesting in similar species and a little bit of
guesswork, John decided that we should arrive in
mid-June and stay for a month. After all plans were
in place, we learned that a single nest of the Andros
subspecies of this same species (C. c. cychlura) had
just been discovered in early May. This information
caused us endless anxiety, since we had hoped to
catch at least part of the nesting season. However,
in our initial survey of the island, we turned up no
obvious signs that females were nesting. Of course,
we weren’t exactly sure what to look for. We knew
that iguanas would lay their eggs in burrows and
would presumably cover the burrows completely.
We also expected some degree of nest-guarding by
the females. Other than that, we were just looking
for anything out of the ordinary.

Survivors
We soon started making comparisons between our
life on the island and the TV show “Survivor.” In
the first season of that show, 16 people were placed
on an island to try and survive by their own wits (or
lack thereof). In addition, they voted one person
off the island each week. The lone survivor at the
end of the show won a million dollars. We didn’t
have any cash prizes waiting for us at the end of
our month on the island, but we soon began
facetiously voting each other off the island anyway.
Kirsten was the first to go for pulling out her
sleeping bag on a “chilly” 85° night. Any similarly
unusual behavior or silly remark was punished by
threats of banishment from the island.

First Nest!
The first couple of days were spent surveying both
islands, catching unmarked iguanas, and monitoring
possible nesting sites. To our immeasurable delight,
while surveying U Cay on the third day, Kirsten
discovered a large female in the act of covering her
nest. We stood there absolutely hypnotized by this
emaciated iguana as she kicked sand onto a mound

over the opening of her burrow. She was obviously
exhausted, yet she fiercely defended her nest by
sprinting after any other iguana that ventured too
close (Figure 1). She seemed to be aware that we
were watching, and she would frequently stop
digging to circle the mound and vigorously bob her
head. We watched her do this for 45 minutes before
it occurred to any of us to record anything. I’m not
sure what made this behavior so mesmerizing.
Perhaps it was the realization that we were probably
the first people to witness this behavior in this
species. Despite the frequent visitation of this island
by tourists, most would overlook a skinny lizard
working so hard to conceal her eggs. Maybe it was
actually watching this behavior after spending so
much time speculating about how, when, and where
it would occur. Possibly it was amazement at how
lucky we were with our timing, because she
appeared to be the first iguana of the season to nest.
We left her undisturbed to finish covering her nest,
with plans to return the next day to excavate the
eggs. We reloaded the inflatable kayak that served
as our only transportation between islands and
paddled back to our camp on Leaf Cay, exhausted,
skin tingling from a little too much sun, but happy.
We knew that the waiting was over and our quest to
study the nesting behavior of the Allen’s Cay
iguanas was likely to be successful.

The next day, we returned to find her in the cover
of the bushes near her nest, intently surveying the
area. If any creature ventured too close, she bolted
after it from her shady rest until she was satisfied
that it would not return. Although she unabashedly
chased male iguanas that were twice as large as she
was, she simply had no idea what to do with us. We
were much bigger than anything she had
encountered previously. We boldly approached the
nest and actually dared to disturb the mound she
had worked so hard to build. Then, we began
digging up her burrow and endangering her eggs!
As we continued to dig and throw sand around, she
frantically circled us, bobbing her head insistently
(Figure 2). If we remained motionless, she would
even walk right under us, tasting the soil and in-
specting the damage we had caused. Finally, after a
frustrating wrong turn or two, we found the actual
nest chamber and the precious eggs. We carefully
pulled them out and admired them as if they were
made of pure gold. Their size and number were
amazing — no wonder that the mother looked so
emaciated. The eggs had occupied a significant
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portion of her abdominal cavity and had accounted
for nearly 20% of her gravid body weight. Five
oblong eggs were each about the width of a golf
ball but twice as long. After measuring each one,
we returned them to the nest chamber and added a
temperature logger, taking care to replace
everything exactly as we found it. Then, we filled
in the burrow and reconstructed the mound. Our
efforts apparently weren’t to the mother’s liking,
as we came back later to find her rearranging the
sand. She continued guarding the nest for most of
the month we were there (as did a number of other
nesting females).

Mother Iguanas’ Worst Nightmares
Now that we knew what to look for, we found other
nests, although it was increasingly obvious we
arrived at the very beginning of nesting season.
Within a week, we began to find several nests a
day. The search for new nests was always exciting.
Each morning we would comb the island searching
for the tell-tale mound of sand and an aggressive
mother. John had a talent for collapsing in nest
chambers simply by walking over them. His
“divining toes” became our most reliable tool for
locating nests.

We soon became a mother iguana’s worst
nightmare. With complete disregard for a mother’s
attempts at nest defense, we would storm in, flatten
her carefully constructed mound, excavate her
burrow, and pull out her eggs. The best moment of
any day was when, after digging up a long burrow,
spending long hours sprawled on the hot sand, arms
stretched to the fullest, roots tearing at our flesh,
excavating numerous side chambers, anxiously
probing for the egg chamber, with a mouth full of
sand and eyes full of sunscreen and sweat, we found
the eggs (Figure 3). More than once our excitement

was premature as we broke into a chamber from a
previous years’ nest only to find a pile of shriveled
shells. A close second for the highlight of a day was
when, having measured and replaced the eggs, and
properly re-covered the burrow, we jumped into the
cool ocean to wash off before starting again. Small
inshore fishes seemed to share in our enjoyment as
they swarmed in and out of the muddy cloud we
generated in the shallows several times a day.

Emulating Iguana Behavior
Although iguanas were the main focus of our month
in the Bahamas, a number of other events made this
such a unique experience. One interesting aspect to
doing research in a place such as the Exumas is the
constant interaction with tourists. The Allen Cays
are a popular destination for chartered boats as well
as a stopover for outfitters that run daily trips out of
Nassau in high speed cigarette boats.

Tourism obviously has a significant effect on the
iguanas. Scores of them will run down to the beach
at the sound of an approaching boat. Those residing
on or near the beach readily approach humans and
literally beg for handouts. Many people comply and
feed them all kinds of goodies that iguana guts aren’t
designed to digest. We witnessed people feeding
them anything from raw ground beef to pieces of
foam from shipwrecks. For these reasons, we were
understandably suspicious of any vacationers that
showed up on what we selfishly considered “our”
islands. We did our best to avoid significant contact
with them. I imagine that the wariness went both
ways.

We probably caused a number of nervous mo-
ments for the happy vacationers by emerging from
the island interior, bloody from working in the bush
and being scratched by ornery lizards, often covered
in sand from the most recent nest excavation, with
pillow cases filled with thrashing lizards, and racing

FIGURE. 2. Female iguana attempting to drive Kirsten Hines away
from the iguana’s recently completed nest.

FIGURE. 3. Jen Valiulis displays the result of a successful nest
excavation while John Iverson hides from the sun.
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to the cool embrace of the ocean. Admittedly, be-
mused by some of the shocked reactions, we may
have exaggerated our uncivilized state. Some people
gave us looks similar to the glares we received from
a mother iguana as we approached her nest. The
braver ones asked what we were doing, and we were
quite proud to tell them. Once over their initial
shock, most were genuinely interested in our work.
Many of them appreciated the parallels between
“The Iguana Patrol” and “Survivor” when they
realized how primitively we were living.

We realized that the impact from tourists wasn’t
going to disappear if we ignored it, so we did our
best to educate people about the life history of the
iguanas as well as their natural diet. When the
powerboats roared up for their daily visits, we tried
to have a recently captured iguana ready for
educational “show-and-tell” (Figure 4). In exchange
they gave us cold water, an occasional cold beer,
and other needed staples. In our constant battle with
the heat and sun, we treasured these small things.
Even in coolers, ice would melt in a matter of hours,
and sodas would explode from the heat.
Consequently, we were usually stuck drinking warm
water flavored with powdered tea to mask the
distinctly sour taste of Nassau water. Any kind of
cold liquid was pure ecstasy. Soon, we were
imitating our iguana counterparts and running to
the beach at the sound of the boat engines, eager
for any handouts.

Red in Tooth and Claw
Although we tend to refer to iguanas in the
affectionate manner unique to herpetologists, they
are not the friendliest critters around. Upon capture,
they thrash about trying to slash the captor (and
anything else within range) with their claws. Their
bites can be equally painful. Razor-sharp teeth,

normally intended for tearing leaves, can easily slice
through skin. If that isn’t enough, iguanas also have
long tails covered in sharply pointed scales that,
when whipped against unsuspecting skin, can leave
painful red scrapes and welts (Figure 5). Anyone
who has ever spent time catching these lizards is
familiar with the concerned glances from people
who, after the iguana catchers return home, look at
all the cuts and slashes on wrists — and suggest
therapy.

An Important Lesson
When camping for a month with only minimal
protection from the elements, you become very
familiar with the vagaries of the weather. By and
large, we were extremely lucky with daytime
weather. We had only one day during the entire
month during which inclement weather limited our
work. Nights, however, were an entirely different
story.

Visions of sleeping on the beach with ocean
breezes and the gentle lapping of the waves
prompted us to set up our tents and sleeping bags
on the sand, away from the protection of the interior
vegetation where the rest of our camp was located.
For the first few nights, we slept blissfully. In the
evenings, before going to bed, we sat on the beach

FIGURE. 4. “Show and tell” for the tourists on Leaf Cay.

FIGURE. 5. Accumulated injuries from capturing 423 iguanas
during five days in March 2000 (John and Kirsten in foreground).
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remarking on the beauty of the stars overhead and
the distant lightning and how some poor soul was
getting drenched in the distance. Our luck didn’t
hold. One night we woke to find water pouring in
through the open flaps of our tents. Few things are
as uncomfortable as lying in a puddle of water with
sheets of rain pelting your body, all the while trying
to keep your tent from turning into a kite. Eventually
the wind and rain got so bad that we had to pick up
our tents and move them to a more protected site in
an effort to salvage some soggy sleep. Colin Meeks,
another Earlham alum who had shown up the
previous day to help us for a week, was immediately
voted off the island for bringing the bad weather
with him.

The next morning in bright sunshine we remarked
on how crazy the storm had been and, happy that it
was over, returned our tents to their positions on
the open beach. We were convinced that the storm
had been an unusual event. We were wrong. The
next night was worse. Completely exhausted from
the previous night’s adventure and a hard day of
digging, we retired to our tents early to the sounds
of John’s assurance that it wouldn’t rain tonight.
After all, the lightning was well to the south, out of
the path of our prevailing winds. Within an hour,
we awoke from a dead sleep to gale-force winds
and thunder and lightning all around us — and, just
as we crawled out of our bags to haul our tents to
the more sheltered inland, a torrential rain began.
Somehow, still half asleep, we successfully
stumbled up the hill, despite our fears, the painful
sting of the rain, the “freezing” 78° temperature,
and our efforts to keep our tents from becoming
parasails. As we wrestled with the tents in an attempt
to stake them down, a bolt of lightning hit nearby.
We aren’t sure if it was the force of the lightning or
the crash of thunder, but we were all knocked to the
ground. As I crawled back into my tent, I realized
that Kirsten, John, and Colin were gone. Not
knowing where they had gone, I spent a very long
15 minutes pressed against the side of my tent in an
effort to keep it from blowing away, all the time
shaking in abject terror.

Between the seconds separating the flashes of
lightning, I was in complete darkness and all I could
hear was the whipping wind and the crashing
thunder. This was perhaps the only time during the
whole month that I questioned my decision to make
the trip. All of a sudden, a tent flap flew open and
Kirsten fell in, soaked to the bone. John stuck his

head in the other side of the tent telling her to get in
the tent before she got wet. We both looked at him
in disbelief — and then laughed. I have never been
so relieved to see anyone in my life. The storm
continued to rage, but with two of us in the tent, it
seemed more like an adventure than a life-
threatening event. With lightning still crashing
around us, Kirsten and I laughingly admitted to each
other that we had each been reassuring ourselves
with John’s mantra that “if you get hit by lightning,
it’s your time to go.” She then told me that when
they had left, Colin had jumped into the other tent
to keep it from blowing away, and she and John
had secured the rest of the camp against further wind
and rain damage.

The storm began to lose some of its energy. Still
shaking from the cold and the waning adrenaline,
we tried to get back to sleep in our soaking tents
and sleeping bags. It was not a comfortable night
for the Iguana Patrol, but we did learn an important
lesson. From then on, we spent our evenings on the
beach enjoying the breeze and the lapping of the
waves, but, when it came time to sleep, we returned
to the shelter of our tents in the interior, despite the
heat and lack of breeze. The next morning, John
was voted off the island for his erroneous weather
predictions.

Giants
Across a small channel from Leaf Cay was the
namesake of the archipelago, the large island of
Allen Cay. Despite being twice the size of the other
islands, its extremely rocky terrain and almost
complete lack of sand rendered it fairly inhospitable,
even for iguanas. Surveys prior to the 1980s had
turned up no signs of their existence. In the mid-
80s, our own casual surveys of the island had
revealed a small number of subadults that we
presumed had been introduced. More recently, we
had heard reports that a giant iguana was living on
the island — and, in May, our boat captain, a former
Navy SEAL, in full camouflage and face paint,
tracked it down and caught the four-foot lizard bare-
handed, a feat that was impressive even with smaller
animals.

We decided to take a day off from digging up
nests and go over to Allen Cay in search of this
monster. We arrived on the shore and, before we
could even get our gear unpacked, we saw him. He
was about 15 feet away in the low bushes, staring
at us with his red eyes. He was enormous! We stared
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at him, not believing our luck. In May, hours were
spent locating the lizard, and now, a month later,
here he was, just sitting there waiting for us to catch
him. As we unpacked our gear, we began to wonder
how in the world we were going to catch him. Our
usual methods of dip-netting or noosing were
definitely not going to be enough. Our typical noose
is actually an extendable golf ball retriever with a
high-strength fishing leader fashioned into a loop
attached to the end. This allows us to catch
particularly skittish iguanas by standing back from
them and slipping the loop around their neck and
then reeling them in. It doesn’t do any damage to
the lizards other than making them really mad.
However, this guy was so big that he would
undoubtedly break the noose with minimal effort.

We decided that, despite our inadequate gear, we
would have to try something soon, before he
wandered away. We first tried the noose, so we could
stay as far away as possible, and then we used the
net for backup. This worked — up to a point. As
soon as the noose and net went over his head, he
was tearing holes in the nylon mesh as he bent the
noose pole to its limit. Colin and Kirsten had no
choice but to pounce on him. It took both of them
to hold the squirming lizard down. Once under
control, he was even more imposing than when we
first saw him in the bush. He glared and hissed at
Colin and Kirsten and, if his snapping jaws were to
hit their mark, someone could easily lose a finger.

We excitedly radioed John, who was on U Cay
looking for new nests, to tell him the news. He
quickly hitched a ride on a zodiac from one of the
boats anchored nearby. We proudly showed off our
catch. We had thrown a pillowcase (our standard
holding bag) over the lizard’s head, and that seemed
to calm his thrashing. We measured him and found
that, including the tail, he was 1.2 m long (over 4
feet)! Although he exceeded the capacity of our
scales, we estimated his weight at over eight
kilograms (almost 18 pounds). The largest animals
from 22 years of work on the other two islands were
just over a meter in total length and only 5 kg in
body mass. Even more thrilling was the realization
that this was not the same iguana captured in May
— so more than one giant iguana lived on this island.
After taking pictures of each of us proudly holding
the monster, we released him and John returned to
U Cay.

Thrilled and a bit cocky from our initial catch,
the rest of us decided to search for the other one

seen in May. We climbed up to the rocky ridge, one
of the highest points around, where we could see
for miles over the open ocean to the west and “our”
islands to the east. After admiring the view, we start-
ed looking around, only to find a rather gruesome
site. Headless bird carcasses were strewn about the
rocks. Something had killed and eaten most of the
meat. Upon closer inspection, we realized that they
were Audubon’s Shearwaters, a highly endangered
species that nests on the island. Slowly, we began
to suspect that a lack of competition might not be
the only reason for the gigantic sizes of these
iguanas. We collected some of the carcasses and
uneasily split up to search for the other iguana.

Progress was slow because the dogtooth lime-
stone was jagged and sharp. About 20 minutes later,
as I was returning to get something from my
backpack, I saw some movement on the rocks.
Looking closer, I saw an even larger iguana munch-
ing on some leaves. It eyed me, unconcerned. Obvi-
ously, it did not consider me much of a threat. I
excitedly called for Kirsten and Colin, who had to
pick their way across the rocks to return to me. The
minutes until they arrived were nervous ones. If he
decided to run away, I would not be able to chase
him across the rocks without impaling myself. If
he charged me, he could definitely cause serious
injury. Finally, Kirsten and Colin arrived and, still
confident from our last catch, we tried to throw the
net over him. He ran right through the mesh netting
as though it wasn’t even there, tearing a huge hole
in the net. He scampered into a nearby hole in the
rocks, where we could hear his deep breathing. He
seemed to be growling from within his retreat as he
exhaled air and wedged himself deeper in the hole.
Although we could see his tail, none of us had any
desire to stick our hands in there to drag him out.

In the meantime, John, having finished his
surveys of U Cay, arrived in the kayak. We
regrouped and decided that we couldn’t let this one
get away. We carefully sealed off all but two poten-
tial exits of the honey-combed retreat. Colin and
John were assigned to guard the two left open. They
covered their forearms in extra pillow cases, pulled
on heavy gloves, and began to scheme. How could
they chase the iguana out from the cover of this
labyrinth? They took turns nervously easing their
arms into the burrow, trying to reach and grasp the
hindlimbs while making every effort to stay away
from the beast’s jaws. To John’s suggestion that he
try to pull it out through another hole, Colin replied,
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“I think it’ll bite my hand off, but if you want me
to, I’ll do it.” Kirsten and I stood by uneasily, fully
expecting to have to put their first aid skills to use
soon. Patiently and cautiously, Colin and John
provoked the iguana until it reoriented itself within
the rocky retreat in such a way that its head was
wedged into a side chamber, rendering it unable to
rear back and bite a probing hand. Lying flat on the
jagged rock to extend their reach, Colin and John
carefully worked their hands up the tail to securely
grasp both of the hindlegs. A well synchronized jerk
backward allowed John to slide his free hand up to
the animal’s neck and pin it to the substrate. Apart
from the flesh torn by the rocks, final removal
required only coordinated control of the writhing
animal — Colin trying to restrain the lashing tail
and John attempting to control the viciously
snapping head (Figure 6). Once the monster was
extracted, it took all four of us to process this 1.25
m, 10 kg giant (Figure 7).

Several return trips to Allen Cay yielded a total
of 11 monstrous iguanas, although we actually
captured only seven of them. We have yet to
determine why they’re so enormous. Discussions
with previous visitors to the island generated several
accounts of iguanas eating young shearwaters, but
we don’t know if this carnivory, highly atypical of

rock iguanas, occurs frequently enough to fully
account for such large body sizes. We also are not
sure whether the iguanas can actually breed on the
island, or if the colony will perish with the eventual
deaths of the few oldtimers that live there now.
These iguanas probably arrived as a consequence
of relocation by some well meaning tourist who,
thinking that they were doing their part to help the
species, brought a few over from the other islands.
We have never observed these iguanas swimming
long distances, and assume that they’re either
incapable or unwilling to cross the channel between
the islands. In the meantime, we are faced with a
problem. The huge iguanas obviously are thriving,
but their success may be at the expense of the
shearwaters. Which of these two endangered species
should receive protection priority?

Looking Back
Scientifically, our trip was a resounding success.
We excavated 40 iguana nests, more than we had
dared to anticipate when we arrived. We documen-
ted all of the intricacies of nesting behavior, not to
mention nesting preferences (location and sub-
strates) and details of clutch and egg sizes. We also
discovered a new colony of giant lizards that
presumably feed on birds.

Also, by literally living among the critters of the
Allen Cays, we gained insights into how they lived
on a daily basis and came to know some of them

FIGURE. 6. John wearing the grimace of fatigue after an hour of
mid-day work extracting an iguana from the honeycombed
limestone of Allen Cay.

FIGURE. 7. Colin Meeks (right) and John Iverson prepare to “bag”
a giant iguana on Allen Cay.
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personally. We had several “regulars” that
frequented our “patio.” “Tuffy” (Figure 8) was an
aggressive little curly-tailed lizard that defended his
territory against any intruder, no matter how large,
and fed on crumbs of our bread and chips. “Stubby”
was a large male iguana missing half of his tail. He
was always begging for food and even managed to
get into our kitchen tent one afternoon. An
assortment of mockingbirds also frequented our
mealtimes and fed from our fingers. Leaving these
animals was like leaving friends.

The morning we left the islands was like any
other: warm, breezy, and sunny. The powerboats
roared up and the tourists poured out to gawk at the
iguanas and feed them grapes. We gave our usual
spiel about our research, but this time we joined
them as they left the island. As we sped away, the
theme song to “Miami Vice” reverberating from the
boat speakers, we wistfully watched the Allen Cays
grow smaller behind us. We knew that we would
be back, but it’s impossible to live in such a unique
and amazing place without being affected by it.
Despite previous trips to the islands, living “in sync”
with the natural rhythms drew us so much closer to
them, not to mention each other.

Perhaps the uniqueness of the experience of
spending a month in the West Indies is best
demonstrated by the shell-shock of returning home.
Of course, the inevitable backlog of snail- and e-
mail awaited, but other, more subtle adjustments
seemed to be the hardest to make. When it gets a
little too hot, we can no longer jump in the ocean.
Even if we could, we couldn’t just jump in at any
old time, because now we had to wear actual clothes,
rather than running around all day in swimsuits. We
no longer need to apply sunscreen five times a day
in the constant struggle against sunburn — and what
is that strange beeping sound emanating from that
electronic device on the desk? Most obviously,
however, is the fact that the pace of life suddenly
speeds up by at least several orders of magnitude.
As clichéd as it sounds, island life runs at a pace of
its own. When everything you do is dictated by the
schedule of the tides or the weather or even the
iguanas, you learn to be patient and not to get
frustrated when things don’t proceed exactly as
planned.

People are very friendly and went out of their
way to lend a hand. Every person with whom we
interacted demonstrated this in their own way. Our
Bahamian friends and colleagues facilitated our

permits, helped solve our logistical problems, and
provided transport to and from the islands. Power-
boat operators brought us food, supplies, and cold
drinks, and then refused any kind of payment. The
local fishermen, concerned that we weren’t eating
well enough, cooked us a delicious meal of lobster,
conch, and grouper, and took time away from their
livelihoods to give us much-appreciated rides be-
tween islands. Even the tourists on vacation, despite
our savage appearance, occasionally invited us
aboard their boats for drinks or dinner. Each one of
these people made our month that much more
memorable, and made it that much harder to leave.
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